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AGROINDUSTRIAL SECTOR – VALUE CHAINS AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 
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Abstract: Economic growth is the source of sustained increases in material living standards 

over long time. Analyzing the context of the external environment, the changes that happen in state 

structures of Republic of Moldova, have an inevitable impact on agricultural producers. With the 

creation of the Ministry of Agriculture, Regional Development and Environment, changes occur in 

the development of sectoral policies. Moldova's agricultural sector contributes significantly to the 

country's economy, despite rather uneven results amid slow and highly variable economic growth.  

National and regional trends. The problem analysis denoted farmer’s gaps in the agricultural 

sector to achieve a sustainable development:  

a) Policy deficiency for enabling a fair environment in which business-oriented smallholders 

and young farmers have a fair chance to establish viable farms.  

b) The lack of policies setting incentives to introducing sustainable agricultural practices based 

on high yielding locally adapted varieties, integrated pest management, efficient soil and water 

management and the integration of crops, pastures and livestock.  

c) Limited access to financing. Despite a modest increase of agricultural lending in recent 

years, farms remain poorly financed.  

d) The agricultural education and research system in Moldova is outdated and do not 

correspond with the skills and knowledge required by the market.  

e) Lack of competent management and lack of knowledge of improved production techniques. 

Producers do not implement production techniques that can improve the quality of their produce.  

f) The post-harvest process requires improvement. 
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Abstract: Globalization is an inevitable phenomenon in human history, in which the world 

becomes more interconnected as a result of exchange of goods and products, information, 

knowledge and cultural values. However, in recent decades, the pace of this global integration has 

become much faster and more impressive due to unprecedented advances in areas such as 

technology, communications, science, transport and industry. Although globalization accelerates 

human development and is a consequence of it, it is not a process that is easy to adapt and that 

creates serious problems and difficulties. Such a rapid pace of the change can become threatening, 

and most countries try to control or manage it. The latest wave of globalization, which took place in 

1980, resulted from a combination of advances in transport and communications technologies, along 

with the actions of large developing countries that sought to attract foreign investment by opening 

their economies to an international trade. 
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